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Abstract
Self-assembling robots have the potential to undergo autonomous morphological
adaptation. However, due to the simplicity in their hardware makeup and their limited
perspective of the environment, self-assembling robots are often not able to reach their
potential and adapt their morphologies to tasks or environments without external cues
or prior information. In this paper, we present supervised morphogenesis — a control
methodology that makes self-assembling robots truly flexible by enabling aerial robots
to exploit their elevated position and better view of the environment to initiate and
control (hence supervise) morphology formation on the ground. We present results of
two case studies in which we assess the feasibility of the presented methodology using
real robotic hardware. In the case studies, we implemented supervised morphogenesis
using two different aerial platforms and up to six self-assembling autonomous robots.
We furthermore quantify the benefits attainable for self-assembling robots through
cooperation with aerial robots using simulation-based studies. The research presented
in this paper is a significant step towards realizing the true potential of self-assembling
robots by enabling autonomous morphological adaptation to a priori unknown tasks
and environments.
Keywords— Self-assembling robots, heterogeneous multirobot teams, distributed
systems, air/ground robot teams, robot coordination, modular robots
1 Introduction
Self-assembling robots have the physical features [1, 2, 3, 4] and control algorithms [5, 6,
7, 8] that enable them to form distinctive collective robot structures (hereafter referred to
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as morphologies) by physically connecting to one another. This morphological flexibility
inherent to self-assembling multirobot systems is the prime motivation why researchers are
interested in studying such systems. However, existing self-assembling robots are often
pre-programmed by human operators who precisely define the scale and shape of morpholo-
gies to be formed (hereafter referred to as target morphologies) prior to deployment [9]
or rely on specific environmental cues for the robots to infer target morphologies [10].
This is primarily because self-assembling robots tend to be relatively simple robotic units
that lack the sensory apparatus to characterize the environment with sufficient accuracy
to autonomously find a suitable target morphology for a given situation. Existing self-
assembling robots therefore remain limited in exploiting their morphological flexibility and
fail to realize their full potential.
To overcome these limitations, we propose supervised morphogenesis – a control method-
ology in which we extend the functionality of a group of self-assembling robots by an aerial
robot to which we delegate decision-making authority. That is, self-assembling robots rely
on aerial robots to act as an “eye-in-the-sky” and to provide the guidance required to form
new morphologies as a function of the task and/or the environment. Many researchers
have considered such air-ground teams [11, 12] as they have the potential to solve tasks
that require capabilities that go beyond those of a single robot type. For instance, while
aerial robots can explore large areas rapidly, ground-based robots can carry higher pay-
loads and manipulate objects on the ground. In recent years, a surge in technology has
led to the development of aerial robots [13] able to maneuver in previously unreachable
environments such as inside buildings including obstacle-filled factory halls and ware-
houses [14, 15, 16]. Innovative designs have also been proposed [17, 18] rendering aerial
robots resilient towards potential collisions in cluttered environments.
As pointed out by Lacroix and Besnerais [12], the deployment of air-ground robot teams
calls for the resolution of multiple challenges related to perception, decision, and action. By
definition, members of such teams operate in different spaces with varying vantage points
of the environment. Reaching team-level decisions based on the environment perceived in
this manner poses a crucial challenge to air-ground teams. This is particularly true when
such teams operate in environments in which they are not able to share a common frame of
reference (such as GPS) or when they execute missions that require higher precision than
that offered by civilian GPS systems. Supervised morphogenesis proposes a solution to
each of the three challenges pointed out by Lacroix and Besnerais so that self-assembling
robots can operate in a priori unknown environments and rely on an aerial robot for ad-
hoc assistance. The supervised morphogenesis control methodology that we propose in
this paper allows decentralized air-ground robot teams to cooperate without relying on
external infrastructure or GPS. Potential application scenarios include collaborative mon-
itoring and surveillance in large warehouses or outdoor environments, search-and-rescue
missions, and autonomous exploration and mapping of unknown terrains.
In supervised morphogenesis, aerial robots exploit their elevated position to character-
ize the environment and its features so that they can supervise the formation of suitable
target morphologies. In our study, aerial robots use standard monocular cameras to ob-
serve the environment. A two- or three-dimensional model of the environment is generated
from these observations depending on the task. Subsequently, the environment model is
used to perform on-board simulations to determine if and when self-assembly is required.
The simulations are also used to determine the shape and size of target morphologies.
These simulations allow aerial robots to assess the performance of different candidate
morphologies in a particular environment prior to their costly (in terms of energy and
time) realization on the ground. Spatially targeted communication [19] is then applied to
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let aerial robots establish a communication link to specific robots based on their location
on the ground. Morphology formation instructions [7] are then transmitted through this
link to initiate the formation of target [20]. We present two case studies in which we
assess the feasibility of the proposed control methodology using real robotic hardware.
Furthermore, we quantify the benefits of cooperation between an aerial robot and self-
assembling robots using simulation-based experiments [21]. We show that the presented
control methodology allows self-assembling robots to adapt to previously unknown tasks
and environments by cooperating with an aerial robot.
2 Related Work
In this section, we review robotic systems that use technologies similar to the ones pre-
sented in this paper with a focus on air-ground teams. We also present control frameworks
developed particularly for the control and coordination of teams composed of aerial and
ground-based robots. However, to the best of our knowledge, cooperation between aerial
robots and self-assembling robots has not been previously studied.
O’Grady et al. [22] presented a robotic system composed of homogeneous self-assembling
robots able to cross a gap. In the study, however, the response behavior of the robots when
encountering a gap was pre-programmed. The robots did not possess the sensory apparatus
required to estimate the gap width. Therefore, on encountering a gap, they self-assembled
into a chain morphology of a pre-programmed size irrespective of the width of the gap,
and hence, decreased the efficiency of the whole system with respect to task completion
times. A more effective self-assembling robot system was presented in Mathews et al. [23].
The authors proposed a novel paradigm for cooperation that allows robot controllers to
be merged into a single control structure within a heterogeneous group of robots. They
presented a form of cooperation that has the potential to merge sensory or guidance infor-
mation from aerial robots into the control of robots operating on the ground. Application
scenarios for such air-ground robot systems have already been presented in [20].
Aerial robots equipped with monocular vision cameras have been used to compute
height maps of ground surfaces [24, 25]. Lacroix et al. [24] presented a pioneering work
in which a tethered blimp is flown at an altitude between 10 and 40 m to retrieve stereo
images used to compute the height map of an area covering several thousands of square
meters. Forster et al. [25] showed how an aerial robot can use two different monocular
vision streams to compute height maps at 1 Hz. The robot used the height maps to detect
safe landing-spots and to autonomously land. One of the few examples of aerial robots
able to navigate through indoor environments and equipped with a Kinect sensor was
presented in [26]. This work considered a scenario in which an air-ground robot team is
used to map a damaged building from the inside. Note that the height maps computed by
aerial robots in [24, 25, 26] were not included in the decision-making processes of robots
operating on the ground.
Kim et al. [27] showed how two aerial robots can provide the stereo vision to a peer
robot on the ground that then can compute height maps and use them in the robots
decision-making processes. However, contrary to a decentralized decision-making mech-
anism [28], the approach presented by Kim et al. may not be scalable for systems that
consider robots that operate in groups of rather large sizes. In such a system, vision
streams would have to be transmitted on a per robot basis and may cause bandwidth
issues as group-size increases.
A search-and-rescue task was solved by two ground-robots cooperating with an aerial
robot in [29]. Dorigo et al. [30] proposed a heterogeneous robot team that includes a
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climbing robot besides aerial and ground-based robots. This additional robot type was
able to climb along indoor vertical surfaces and manipulate objects unreachable by the
two other robot types. A search-and-retrieve experiment is presented in which over twenty
robots are able to combine their different capabilities to locate and retrieve a book situated
on a book shelf. Langerwisch et al. [31] presented a heterogeneous team composed of a
car-sized robot and two quadcopter drones. Through a centralized control station that
maintains communication contact to all three vehicles at all times, a human operator was
able to issue surveillance tasks at the team level. The system was demonstrated in outdoor
environments and requires GPS.
Contrary to the system presented in this paper, air-ground teams are often composed
of a single terrestrial and a single aerial robot. Such systems impose lower requirements
on coordination and communication mechanisms due to the limited number of team mem-
bers. Nevertheless, they have been successfully applied to solve various tasks such as to
cooperatively map obstacles in large areas [32], to augment the view of a moving ground-
based robot with aerial images [33, 34], and to cooperatively track a moving target [35].
In more recent work, Ka¨slin et al. [36] presented a localization method based on elevation
maps for ground robots. The method is independent of sensors and allows a ground robot
to find its relative position and orientation within the reference map provided by an aerial
robot without relying on GPS.
A customizable framework to enable collaboration between aerial and terrestrial drones
was presented in [37]. The framework was validated in a real-world search-and-find sce-
nario in which team members detected each others presence, selected leaders of a team,
and assigned tasks to particular members in the team. Saska et al. [38] proposed a con-
trol scheme that allows an air-ground team to coordinate and control its members in a
leader-follower scenario. The scheme enables the followers of the leader to also maintain
a particular formation throughout the whole mission. The scheme was validated using
numerous search-and-rescue scenarios both in simulation and in the real world. Although
with a human operator in the loop, Harik et al. [39] proposed a decentralized architecture
that enables interaction between an aerial robot providing global coverage and a couple
of ground-based robots providing local coverage of a monitored environment. The archi-
tecture was validated in an area-inspection scenario. Although these control frameworks
and schemes have been validated using different application scenarios, they cannot be im-
mediately applied to air-ground teams that cooperate to form adaptive morphologies on
the ground through self-assembly.
3 The robot platforms
We use three different robot platforms in this study: two aerial robots and one self-as-
sembling robot. We summarize the main specifications of the robot types in Table 1 and
describe them in more detail in the following.
The AR.Drone [40] is a quadcopter (see Fig. 1a) with a front-facing camera and a
downward-pointing camera (176x144 @ 60fps). The AR.Drone has an autonomy of up
to 12 minutes while flying at speeds of up to 18 km/h. The robot’s processing unit is
an ARM9 running at 468MHz with 128MB of DDRRAM. Other features include a six
degrees of freedom inertial measurement unit and an ultrasound altimeter. An API pro-
vides access to sensory information including altitude and battery level from the AR.Drone.
External devices such as a PC can therefore retrieve these information and simultaneously
communicate with the AR.Drone at 30 Hz via an ad-hoc wireless Ethernet network. Note
that also images from both cameras can be retrieved from the AR.Drone at the same fre-
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AR.Drone eye-bot foot-bot
Dimension 57 cm across, ht. 12 cm 50 cm !, ht. 54 cm 17 cm !, ht. 17 cm
Weight 380 g max. 2 kg (incl. payload) ca. 1 kg
Processor ARM 9 (468 MHz) ARM11 (533 MHz) ARM 11 (533 MHz)
RAM 128 MB 128 MB 128 MB
Vision 176x144 / 640x480 2 MP 360 ◦ pan-and-tilt 3 MP / 3 MP
Autonomy ca. 12 min ca. 20 min 4 h to 7 h
Table 1: Hardware specifications of the robot platforms used in this study.
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 1: The robot platforms used in this work. (a) The AR.Drone. (b) The eye-
bot. (c) Five foot-bots capable of self-assembly with their LEDs illuminated in different
RGB colors. (d) A photo montage showing example morphologies that can be formed by
multiple foot-bots. (e) The three-fingered connection device of the foot-bot before and
after insertion into the passive docking ring of another robot.
quency. We used the software development kit presented in [41] to channel video streams
from the AR.Drone to a remote PC where vision algorithms were executed. Position
control data computed on the basis of these streams were then transmitted back to the
AR.Drone in real time via wireless Ethernet.
Figure 1b shows the eye-bot [42] aerial robot. Its thrust and control are provided by
eight rotors mounted in a co-axial quadrotor configuration. The carbon fiber structure of
the eye-bot weighs only 270 g and is able to lift a payload of up to 2000 g – sufficient for the
mounting of a range of advanced sensors. The on-board battery provides the eye-bot with
up to 20 minutes of autonomy depending on payload. The eye-bot’s most unique feature,
however, is a ceiling attachment system based on active magnets that allows the eye-bot
to extend its autonomy considerably [42] by attaching to metal ceilings or bars. Other
features include a downward-pointing 2 MP 360 ◦ pan-and-tilt camera that allows the eye-
bot to survey the ground underneath it for other robots and objects, a ring encompassing
the robot’s chassis with 16 built-in RGB LEDs, an altitude sensor, and a magnetometer
to detect its own orientation. The eye-bot is also equipped with a 3D relative positioning
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and communication device [43]. This on-board device has a maximum range of 12 m and
allows an eye-bot to communicate with other eye-bots in flight and to detect walls and
other obstacles.
The foot-bot (see Fig. 1c) is a particular configuration of the ground-based marXbot
platform [4]. The marXbot platform (diameter 17 cm) consists of a series of sensor and
actuator modules that can be combined into particular robot configurations depending
on task requirements. In the foot-bot configuration, the robot is equipped with an ARM
11 processor (i.MX31 clocked at 533 MHz and with 128 MB RAM) running a Linux-
based operating system, 12 RGB-colored LEDs, a 2D distance scanner, 24 IR proximity
sensors, a 3-axis gyroscope, one omni-directional (3 MP) and one ceiling (3 MP) camera.
The self-assembly module includes a rotatable docking component composed of an active
docking unit with three fingers and a passive docking ring. A physical connection is
formed when a foot-bot inserts its docking unit into the docking ring of another foot-
bot and then opens its three fingers. Figure 1e shows examples of different morphologies
foot-bots can form. A key novelty of the foot-bot is its range and bearing communication
device [44] (referred to as mxRAB device in the following). The mxRAB device allows the
simultaneous estimation of relative positions (i.e., the range and bearing) of peer robots.
The foot-bots use the mxRAB device for communication with each other. The device
enables situated communication at 10Hz and can estimate the range and bearing of mes-
sage sending robots at a distance of up to 5m. For communication between the AR.Drone
and the foot-bots, we rely on standard wireless Ethernet broadcast. As the number of
Ethernet devices able to connect directly to the AR.Drone network is limited to one, we
route the messages through a PC connected to both the AR.Drone and the foot-bots net-
work. The eye-bot, on the other hand, is able to communicate directly through broadcast
wireless Ethernet messages to the foot-bots. If no wireless Ethernet is available, the eye-
bot can transmit messages in the form of colors displayed on its 16 LEDs. In this case, the
foot-bots use their upward-pointing cameras to detect the messages sent by the eye-bot
at intervals of 300 ms. Similarly, the foot-bots display different colors using their LED
rings to send signals to the aerial robots. To detect these signals, we retrieve the video
stream from the AR.Drone’s downward-pointing camera using a PC and run off-board
vision algorithms at 16 Hz (i.e., new signals can be detected approximately every 60ms).
The eye-bot, on the other hand, requires up to 3 s to process each image captured using
its 360 ◦ HD pan-and-tilt camera.
4 Control methodology
We developed one controller for each robot type (i.e., aerial and ground-based robots) used
in this study to enable supervised morphogenesis. As shown in Fig. 2, the control of each
robot type transitions through multiple control states (drawn in circles). In previous re-
search, we developed several of these control states with the goal of facilitating supervised
morphogenesis. In the rest of this section, we describe each control state. In the following
Sections 5 and 6, we present two case studies that demonstrate the control methodology
presented in this section using real robot hardware.
4.1 Build environment model
An aerial robot hovers above the group of foot-bots it supervises and builds an internal
model of the environment in its field of view. The dimensionality of the model, i.e., 2D or
3D, depends on the considered task. For instance, certain tasks (see Sect. 5) require the
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Figure 2: An overview of supervised morphogenesis. Each circle represents a control
state related to perception, decision or action taken by the heterogeneous team. Basic
behaviors (such as phototaxis and obstacle avoidance) depend on the actual task and may
include perception and decision-related activities that do not require aerial supervision.
The vertical arrows indicate the occurrence and directionality of interactions between the
robot types. STC: spatially targeted communication, EDSA: enhanced directional self-
assembly.
aerial robot to model only the relative positions of the foot-bots and other objects in the
environment, while other tasks (see Sect. 6) require a detailed three-dimensional model of
the environment. We use standard monocular cameras, which are available on most aerial
platforms, to build the models.
4.2 Run simulations
When a model of the environment has been built, the aerial robot runs simulations to
determine whether or not the robots on the ground require supervision to solve the task
at hand or to maneuver through an environment. The on-board simulations also allow the
aerial robot to evaluate the adequacy of candidate morphologies prior to their physical
formation on the ground, which is costly in terms of time and energy. If the outcome of the
simulations requires no action to be taken, the aerial robot continues with the modeling
of the environment.
4.3 Spatially targeted communication (STC)
The aerial robot needs to be able to communicate with the robots on the ground to
supervise formation of an appropriate morphology. Ideally, the communication is targeted
to a particular set of robots such that (i) robots that should self-assemble can be directly
addressed, and (ii) resources are not allocated unnecessarily allowing robots not required
for self-assembly to pursue other tasks. For this purpose, we developed spatially targeted
communication (STC) [19]. STC allows a robot in a multirobot system deprived of GPS
and global maps to establish a dedicated communication link to another robot based on
location. Using messages exchanged via LEDs and cameras, such links can be established
between a ground-based robot group [45], as well as in an heterogeneous group composed
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of both aerial and ground-based robots [19]. At the core of establishing an STC link
lies an iterative elimination process. An iterative growth process can be then executed
to add further co-located robots to an existing STC link. In supervised morphogenesis,
we let the aerial robot establish an STC link to the foot-bot best located to initiate the
self-assembly process of the target morphology. Ground-based robots with which no links
were established resume their individual task-related behavior.
4.4 Send self-assembly instructions
The aerial robot uses an established STC link to broadcast self-assembly instructions
that lead to the formation of a target morphology. The instructions are described us-
ing an improved version of SWARMORPH-script [7] — a descriptive language that is
executed by autonomous self-assembling robots and can describe arbitrary morphologies.
SWARMORPH-scripts can also be compiled into a morphology library that can be pre-
loaded on the foot-bots. Depending on the task, an aerial robot can then activate a
particular morphology over an STC link by transmitting a single message that then can
be mapped to a target morphology using a lookup table available to both communicat-
ing robots. After successful transmission, the control of the aerial robot returns to the
component responsible for modeling the environment.
SWARMORPH-script was initially developed for a self-assembling robotic platform [46]
that preceded the foot-bots and was limited to LEDs and camera-based communication
between robots. In this study, we extended the technology behind SWARMORPH-script
to take advantage of the higher communication bandwidth and speed provided by the
mxRAB device available to the foot-bots. These enhancements allow foot-bots to demon-
strate behaviors that were unachievable to their predecessors such as forming multiple
connections in parallel [20] and coordinating the motion in target morphologies [20, 47, 48].
4.5 Enhanced directional self-assembly (EDSA)
Larger morphologies can only be formed by self-assembling robots if connections can be
formed between connection-inviting robots and connection-seeking robots. We developed
enhanced directional self-assembly (EDSA) [20] as a connection forming mechanism for
the foot-bots. The mechanism takes advantage of the high-speed situated communica-
tion provided by the mxRAB device. It is based on a recruitment and guidance-based
algorithm that enables the foot-bot initiating the self-assembly process to invite suitably
located neighboring robots to form direction specific connections at angles described in
the SWARMORPH-script being executed.
4.6 Execute basic behaviors
We refer to behaviors that do not require supervision from the aerial robot as basic be-
haviors. Based on data acquired through its sensors, robot-level decisions are made and
then translated into actuator commands by a robot executing basic behaviors. Examples
of basic behaviors include obstacle avoidance and phototaxis.
5 Case study 1: supervision based on a 2D environment
model
The goal of the first case study is to validate that a physical aerial robot can supervise
foot-bots according to an a priori unknown configuration of the environment, based on the
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 3: The experimental setup of case study 1. (a) The robot team is composed of
one AR.Drone and six foot-bots. A light source is placed on the ground. Figures (b-d)
are frames taken from the AR.Drone camera when executing STC. Border colors visualize
transmitted messages; the number in the center of each frame shows the size of the target
morphology resulting from the simulations run by the AR.Drone. Figure (e) shows the
target morphology formed using EDSA. The times shown in Figures (b-e) correspond to
the clock time starting the execution of STC. For safety reasons, a transparent plexiglass
platform is installed at 40 cm height in the area of the light source in order to shield the
foot-bots from the AR.Drone executing emergency landing behaviors.
vision and communication system developed in this study. For this purpose, we designed
a task in which an AR.Drone should first locate a light source in the environment and
then estimate the total number of foot-bots. The AR.Drone should then instruct a sub-
set of the foot-bots to construct a morphology at a certain distance (between 60 cm and
70 cm) from the light source. Since the AR.Drone has no a priori information about the
configuration of the environment or the number of foot-bots, the task assesses the aerial
robot’s capacity to correctly detect and estimate relative distances between objects in the
environment, and to supervise self-assembling robots on the ground.
In the following, we describe in detail a successful experimental run using the snap-
shots presented in Fig 3. The foot-bots start with their LEDs illuminated in green. The
intense ambient lighting in the environment does not permit the foot-bots to detect the
light source nor can they detect neighboring robots using their cameras. The foot-bots are
initially placed facing the light source and instructed to move forward.
The AR.Drone flies ahead of the foot-bots and scans the environment for the light
source. Once it has detected the light source, the AR.Drone waits for the foot-bots to
arrive by hovering above the light source. When the first foot-bot enters its field of view,
the AR.Drone starts running simulations. If the relative distance between any of the foot-
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bots and the light source is between 60 cm and 70 cm, the AR.Drone broadcasts a stop
command in the form of a SWARMORPH-script. All foot-bots receive and execute this
command and come to a halt (see Fig. 3b). Subsequently, the AR.Drone scans the area
around the already detected foot-bots to estimate the total number of foot-bots in the
group from which the size of the target morphology — i.e., the number of robots that
need to attach to each other — is computed. We designed the task such that the aerial
robot should leave three robots unconnected and ready for other tasks. The AR.Drone
then initiates the protocol described in Sect. 4.3 to select the closest foot-bot (indicated
using a straight line in Fig. 3c) to the light source. Once the communication link is es-
tablished (see Fig. 3d), a SWARMORPH-script containing the instructions to build a
target morphology of size three is chosen from a preloaded morphology library and then
transmitted to the selected foot-bot. The foot-bot executes the SWARMORPH-script it
received to form a triangle morphology of size three (see Fig. 3e).
We carried out 10 experimental runs using one AR.Drone and six foot-bots. In seven of
the 10 runs, the aerial robot successfully completed the task. In the remaining three runs,
the AR.Drone did not detect all the foot-bots present in the environment. Note that these
vision-related issues occurred because of dimmer foot-bot LEDs caused by low battery
voltage on some of the foot-bots. The occurrence of such faulty runs could be reduced in
future experiments by only deploying foot-bots with a certain battery voltage level or by
replacing the low-resolution vertical AR.Drone camera (176x144) with a high-resolution
camera supporting the detection of foot-bots with dimmer LEDs.
Note that the AR.Drone chose a suitable SWARMORPH-script describing the target
morphology from a preloaded library containing multiple morphologies of different shapes
and sizes. In Sect. 6, we show that task-dependent morphologies can be determined and
generated by aerial robots on-the-fly based on observed environmental features. Also,
note that the AR.Drone was flown manually while all other control components and the
foot-bots were entirely autonomous. Video footage of this experiment can be found on-
line [49]. Further examples of cooperation between an AR.Drone and foot-bots were
presented in [48].
6 Case study 2: supervision based on a 3D environment
model
The goal of the second case study is to validate supervised morphogenesis in a scenario in
which, to be successful, the heterogeneous robot team needs to consider also physical char-
acteristics of the environment. For this purpose, we consider a more challenging hill-cross-
ing task in which we deploy five foot-bots in an environment containing an elevated sur-
face, hereafter referred to as hill-obstacle. For the team to be successful, the aerial robot is
required to build a three-dimensional model of the environment to detect and characterize
the obstacle. The three-dimensional model of the environment requires the aerial robot
to run more sophisticated simulations while also considering the limited computational
capabilities available on-board. To test the feasibility of supervised morphogenesis in
heterogeneous teams that are limited to a low-bandwidth communication modality, we
further limit both robot types to LEDs and cameras-based communication. The task also
requires the formation of multiple target morphologies — rather than a single one as in
the previous case study. For the experiments carried out in this case study, we use one
eye-bot and a group composed of five foot-bots.
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Figure 4: The experimental setup of the hill-crossing task. Five foot-bots are shown in
the deployment area. A light source representing the destination area is shown on the
right. A hill obstacle that cannot be crossed by an individual foot-bot is shown between
the areas. Visualized are also two positions above the hill obstacle the eye-bot considers
when using its monocular vision system.
6.1 Experimental setup
We consider a hill-crossing task that requires the foot-bots to move towards a light source
from a deployment area where they are initially placed (see Fig. 4a–c). They use their
light sensors to detect the light source and move towards it. As shown in Fig. 4d, we
place a steep hill in their path. The hill may be so steep that a foot-bot topples over if
it tries to cross the hill alone. We vary the hill steepness between 0 ◦ (i.e., the obstacle
is absent) and 30 ◦. Individual foot-bots can withstand a maximum inclination of 25 ◦
without toppling over. If the inclination exceeds 25 ◦, the foot-bots have to self-assemble
into morphologies that can provide the physical stability required to cross the hill obstacle.
As the foot-bots can neither detect the presence of the hill obstacle nor know the size of
the group (required to determine the shape and the size of target morphologies that need
to be formed), they depend on the eye-bot to provide the guidance necessary to reach the
light source. The task is considered to be solved if all five foot-bots manage to reach the
light source without toppling over. We assume that the eye-bot has flown in advance and
attached to the ceiling over the hill obstacle before the foot-bots reach the obstacle.
6.2 Modeling the environment using height maps
On its flight ahead of the foot-bots to the light source, the eye-bot continuously builds and
updates a three-dimensional model of the surface underneath it by computing a height
map. We considered two different methods: (i) compute height maps using stereo im-
ages acquired through a standard monocular camera, and (ii), extract height maps from a
dedicated sensor – the Microsoft Kinect. The extraction of three-dimensional information
based on stereo images has been thoroughly studied by the computer vision commu-
nity [50]. The Kinect is a commercially available RGB-D camera. More details on the two
methods and a quantitative comparison between the two are provided in the Appendix.
6.3 On-board simulation-based decision-making
From each newly computed height map, the eye-bot first constructs a height profile by
reading cell values along each foot-bot estimated trajectory. The estimated trajectory is
assumed to be a straight line connecting a foot-bot’s current position to the light source
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Figure 5: Visualization of a simulation run executed by the eye-bot. A foot-bot is shown
at different positions along its estimated trajectory. The simulation is shown to detect at
least two areas with a too steep inclinations (marked in red) rendering the whole trajectory
too dangerous for the foot-bot.
no hill gentle slope steep hill
number of trials 10 10 10
number of successful runs 10 10 7
Table 2: Summary of the experiment results obtained in the second case study.
in the eye-bot’s field of view. Then, the eye-bot simulates a passage of each foot-bot
by moving it pixel-by-pixel along the height profile while also computing the inclination
each time the foot-bot is moved. These simulations enable the eye-bot to estimate the
stability of a foot-bot on the ground on its way towards the light source. An example is
visualized in Fig. 5. The foot-bot is first placed at its currently detected position on the
height profile and the inclination experienced by the foot-bot at this particular segment
is calculated. The simulation ends when the foot-bot’s chassis reaches the light source or
when a calculated inclination for a foot-bot exceeds 25 ◦, the maximum inclination angle
an individual foot-bot can endure without toppling over. If an inclination of more than
25 ◦ is found, the eye-bot takes the necessary actions to bring the foot-bots to halt and
instructs them to self-assemble into morphologies that guarantee safe passage over the hill
obstacle.
6.4 Experiments and results
We conducted experiments using three different scenarios: (i) no hill obstacle, (ii) one
hill obstacle with a gentle slope safe for individual foot-bots to cross, and (iii) one steep
hill obstacle not crossable by individual foot-bots. As listed in Table 2, we executed
10 experimental runs for each scenario resulting in a total of 30 experimental runs. In
scenarios (i) and (ii), the eye-bot classified the surface to be safe for the foot-bots and did
not intervene in any of the 20 runs. As a result, the foot-bots reached the destination in
all runs. In scenario (iii), where self-assembly is required to solve the task successfully,
the foot-bots only reached their destination in 7 out of 10 runs. Two runs failed because
of a broken physical connection (i.e., the docking mechanism) between two neighboring
foot-bots in an already formed target morphology due to too high torque causing all three
foot-bots to topple over. In a further run, a foot-bot stopped functioning due to low battery
charge. These failed runs thus did not result from flaws in the control methodology but
were caused by hardware-related issues.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 6: Snapshots of the hill-crossing experiment. For better visibility, background
clutter has been edited out and the light source has been visualized schematically. The
signals transmitted are indicated as follows: R=RED, G=GREEN, B=BLUE, RG=RED-
GREEN, and RB=RED-BLUE. (a) Deployment phase. Foot-bots execute phototaxis
behavior. The eye-bot is attached to the ceiling above the hill obstacle running on-board
simulations. (b) As the foot-bots reach the hill obstacle, the eye-bot issues the RED signal:
the foot-bots halt. Both robot types start executing STC. (c) The communication link is
established to a single foot-bot and followed by transmitting the RED-GREEN signal. (d)
As a result, the foot-bot executes a SWARMORPH-script that leads to the formation of
a chain morphology composed of two foot-bots. (e) As the chain morphology successfully
moves over the hill-obstacle, the eye-bots establishes a further communication link to one
of the remaining foot-bots and (f) activates the execution of another SWARMORPH-script
by sending the RED-BLUE signal. (g) A chain morphology composed of three foot-bots
is formed. (h) The task is successfully solved by the team as all foot-bots manage to
successfully cross the hill-obstacle.
In the following, we present details of a successful experimental run from scenario
(iii). Snapshots from the experiment are presented in Fig. 6. We first manually move
the eye-bot between two positions 30 cm away from each other above the hill-obstacle.
The eye-bot then computes 10 height maps using the stereo images retrieved from both
positions. The simulation ends when all height maps have been considered or, as in this
experiment, if the eye-bot’s belief β of an hazardous environment is greater than 90%.
After the simulated run of each foot-bot in the eye-bot’s field of view, β is updated using
a simple filtering method: β = (1−c) ·βh−1+c ·βh, where βh is a binary value representing
the outcome of the simulation (where 0=no danger and 1=danger) and c, 0 ≤ c ≤ 1, is
the confidence level of the eye-bot in the precision of the underlying height map. We
empirically determined c = 0.85 to be appropriate for height maps computed using stereo
images and c = 0.9 for height maps returned by the Kinect sensor. This filtering method
makes simulations less vulnerable to extreme outliers and smooths the modeled ground
surface. For this particular run, the average value for the maximum inclination computed
was 29.12 ◦ with a standard deviation of 2.88◦. In the experiment presented here, the
hazardous environment was detected on the basis of ten simulated runs in total (i.e., two
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runs for each foot-bot). Note, that even though in this particular case study the eye-bot
control does not require such a high level of precision for decision-making, data precision
available to the aerial robots may be crucial in other application scenarios.
After moving the eye-bot, the foot-bot’s are deployed. They execute a basic phototaxis
behavior. The foot-bots are neither aware of the hazardous situation ahead of them nor
are they aware of the total number of foot-bots present in the environment. Following the
simulations, the eye-bot establishes an STC link to the foot-bot closest to the hill obstacle
(see Fig. 6c). Establishing the STC link took 16 s. This link was used by the eye-bot
to send target morphology related information. Given that the total number of foot-bots
within the eye-bot’s view is five, the eye-bot first sends the RED-BLUE signal to initiate
the formation of a chain morphology of size two. This target morphology was formed
within 6 s (see Fig. 6d). Once completed, the target morphology executes a collective
phototaxis behavior that gets them over the hill obstacle within the next 12 s. In the
meantime, the eye-bot establishes another STC link to a second foot-bot (see Fig. 6d
and f) and issues a RED-GREEN signal to invoke the formation of a chain morphology
of size three. The formation of this target morphology took 15 s (see Fig. 6g) and its
successful crossing took another 11 s (see Fig. 6h). The total duration of the experiment
was 70 s. Note that in the experiments presented here, the foot-bots were preloaded with a
library composed of multiple SWARMORPH-scripts describing a variety of morphologies
of different sizes. The target morphologies were autonomously chosen by the eye-bot.
Video footage of the experiment can be found online [49].
7 Quantifying performance benefits
In this section, we study the performance benefits, measured in terms of task completion
time, of supervised morphogenesis over two other methodologies that either require no
supervision from aerial robots or do not consider location-based selection of robots on
the ground. For the comparison, we chose a task that can be solved by foot-bots with
or without the supervision of an aerial robot. In order to collect a sufficient amount of
data for the analysis of the performances of the different control methodologies that we
compare, we executed more than 1 000 experimental runs using the simulation framework
for heterogeneous robot teams described in [51].
In the remainder of this section, we first present the task, the three control method-
ologies we used to assess the performance benefits, and finally we present and discuss the
results.
7.1 Task and experimental setup
We deploy a robot team composed of an eye-bot and 10 foot-bots in an environment
consisting of a start zone, a target zone, and a gap that separates the two zones (see
Fig. 7). A light source is located in the target zone. At the start of each experiment,
10 foot-bots are placed at random positions with random orientations within a square
area of 2 m x 2 m — the start zone. When an experiment begins, the foot-bots use their
light sensors to detect the light source (i.e., they execute a phototaxis behavior) and move
towards it. Simultaneously, they use their ground sensors to detect the gap. The eye-
bot hovers above the group and uses its pan-and-tilt camera to detect potential gaps and
to estimate their widths. Depending on the width, the foot-bots may need to physically
connect to each other to form a chain morphology to cross the gap. The length in foot-bots
of such a chain morphology must be chosen so that it guarantees a safe crossing of the
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Figure 7: The simulated environment in which the robots operate. The gap separates the
environment into a start zone and a target zone with a light source. An eye-bot and ten
foot-bots are visible in the start zone.
gap and depends therefore on the width of the gap. In this study, we use gaps of widths
of 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm and 25 cm. In case of a 5 cm wide gap, individual foot-bots are
able to move over it without falling into the gap. For all other widths, the foot-bots are
required to form a chain morphology of 2, 3 and 4 foot-bots, respectively, to be successful.
The task is considered to be completed when the final foot-bot of a target morphology
reaches the target zone.
7.2 Control strategies
In order to quantify the performance benefits of supervised morphogenesis, we have devel-
oped three control methodologies. In the first of them — non-cooperative control or NCC
— the foot-bots do not seek supervision from the eye-bot to solve the task. In the other
two methodologies — namely in location-based supervised morphogenesis (LSM) and su-
pervision based on random groups (SRG) — the foot-bots cooperate with the eye-bot by
relying on LEDs and camera-based low-bandwidth communication modality.
Non-cooperative control (NCC): This control methodology is the implementation of
the work presented in [22]. The foot-bots are pre-loaded with a SWARMORPH-script that
they use to form a four foot-bot chain morphology when a gap (regardless of its actual
width) is encountered. The foot-bots do not cooperate nor do they seek for supervision
from the eye-bot. They initially move towards the light source until one of the foot-bots
detects the gap using its ground sensors. The foot-bot warns neighboring foot-bots via
messages sent via the mxRAB device and retreats approximately 40 cm from the gap.
Subsequently, it invites neighboring foot-bots to connect to its rear. The other foot-bots
stop executing the phototaxis behavior and volunteer to join the ongoing self-assembly
process. Once the chain of four foot-bots is formed, the morphology moves towards the
light source to cross the gap.
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Location-based supervised morphogenesis (LSM): This is the implementation of
the control methodology presented in this paper. The foot-bots do not have a priori
knowledge about the environment or the target morphology to be formed. They are pro-
grammed to execute a phototaxis behavior until messages from the eye-bot are received.
In case a gap wider than 5 cm is detected, the eye-bot starts to transmit messages to
establish an STC link to a foot-bot that is approximately 40 cm away from the gap. All
foot-bots remain static as long as messages are received from the eye-bot. Then, the STC
link is extended by the eye-bot to include the foot-bot’s neighbors [19] required to form the
target morphology. The number of neighbors depends on the gap width. These foot-bots
receive a SWARMORPH-script from the eye-bot and follow the instructions in the script
to self-assemble into a target morphology the size of which depends on the width of the
detected gap. Once the target morphology is formed, the foot-bots move towards the light
to cross the gap.
Supervision based on random groups (SRG): This methodology allows us to isolate
the performance benefits of selecting robots to form the target morphology based on their
location in the environment. That is, we use the control strategy presented in LSM but
disable the iterative growth process in control state STC. Instead, we repeat the iterative
elimination process to select a group of randomly located foot-bots for self-assembly. The
foot-bots do not have a priori knowledge about the task or the target morphology. The
foot-bots initially move towards the light until the eye-bot starts transmitting messages.
In case a gap wider than 5 cm is detected, the eye-bot establishes an STC link to a random
foot-bot, i.e., without considering its location in the environment with respect to the gap.
The eye-bot repeats this process until the number of foot-bots with established STC links
matches the size of the target morphology. This group of randomly located foot-bots
receive a SWARMORPH-script from the eye-bot containing the instructions necessary to
form a target morphology that depends on the gap width. Once the morphology is formed,
the foot-bots move towards the light to cross the gap.
7.3 Experiments and results
For each combination of gap width and control methodology, we ran 100 simulation runs
(i.e., 4×3×100 = 1 200 runs in total). We first analyze the benefits of aerial supervision by
comparing LSM with NCC. Then, we isolate the benefits of location-based group selection
by comparing LSM with SRG. Videos of the experiments are available online [49].
7.3.1 NCC vs. LSM
We quantify the difference in task execution times between strategies NCC and LSM. The
results are shown in Fig 8a. We have only plotted the results of the narrowest gap of
5 cm for NCC, as the task completion times between the various gap widths did not prove
to be significantly different. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the foot-bots
executing this methodology formed chain morphologies of the same length regardless of
the gap width they encountered.
In all the experiments, the foot-bots correctly performed the task. According to the
results in Fig. 8a, the median task completion times of LSM are 51, 259 and 403 seconds for
the widths 5 cm, 10 cm and 15 cm, respectively. Compared to the median task completion
time of NCC (434 seconds), the mean completion times for LSM were respectively 88%,
40% and 7% lower in environments with gaps that can be crossed by an individual or
chains composed of two or three foot-bots. This is due to the fact that in LSM, the length
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Figure 8: Results confirming how supervision from the eye-bot (i.e., LSM) lowers the task
completion times of the overall system when compared to a control strategy (i.e., NCC)
that does not rely on aerial supervision. (a) Box-and-whisker plot showing task completion
times (in seconds) of LSM in four different environments. For the NCC methodology,
results of only one environment is plotted as they do not differ significantly from each other.
(b) Bar-plot showing a breakdown of the time spent by the foot-bots executing different
control states. Bars are decorated with the standard deviation, except for the control
state ”transmitting instructions” that is bound to constant time for each transmitted
SWARMORPH-script (i.e., the gap width).
of the chain is chosen based on the gap width. The supervision provided by the eye-bot
avoids the inclusion of excess foot-bots in the morphology requiring additional time for the
formation of the target morphology. In the case of the widest gap (i.e., 25 cm) that can only
be crossed by four or more physically connected foot-bots, NCC is, in general, faster than
LSM. Intuitively, this could have been expected given that both control methodologies
(i.e., LSM and NCC) form a chain of four foot-bots close to the gap, but in the case
of LSM, self-assembly instructions need to be first transmitted from the eye-bot to the
foot-bots before the self-assembly process can start. However, the NCC methodology has
several outlier runs that take very long to complete. This is because in NCC, the foot-bots
that become part of the target morphology are not pre-selected by the eye-bot. Hence,
non-connected foot-bots can cause (sometimes severe) physical interference with ongoing
self-assembly processes or with moving target morphologies. Both interferences delay task
completion times.
In Fig. 8b, we present a breakdown of how much time is spent by the foot-bots in each
control state. As the results show, spatially targeted communication (STC, used in the
LSM control methodology) is the control state that requires the least time, independent
of gap size. More precisely, the completion times for STC were 2.6 s, 6.2 s, 6.5 s, and
6.6 s for selecting 1, 2, 3, and 4 foot-bots, respectively. In the case of selecting a single
foot-bot (gap size 5 cm), the average value in simulation is higher than the average of
4.8 s from real robot experiments we presented separately in [19]. This is because, in
simulation, robot control loops, and therefore vision updates, are available to aerial robots
every 100 ms while the AR.Drone is able to retrieve and process images every 60 ms. We
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also observe similar results for the selection of 2 and 4 foot-bots with 5.1 s and 5.4 s,
respectively. For more details on the performance of the STC control state in real robot
experiments and a theoretical model that describes the scalability properties, we refer the
reader to [19]. The results also show that the wider the gap, the more time is spent by the
robots transmitting self-assembly instructions. This is due to the fact that the length of
the SWARMORPH-script describing the target morphology grows linearly with the size of
the target morphology. However, this communication overhead part of LSM would become
negligible if a communication modality with higher bandwidth (such as wireless Ethernet)
were used for communication. The results also show that when a target morphology
composed of four foot-bots is formed, the self-assembly process in EDSA (LSM) requires
on average 39% more time than that of EDSA (NCC). This can be explained by the fact
that in NCC all foot-bots are available for forming a connection during the morphology
growth process which increases the chances of a foot-bot being located close to where
a connection is required causing connections to be formed faster. On the other hand,
LSM selects neighboring foot-bots relative to the initially selected robot. However, LSM
allocates precisely the number of resources required for self-assembly by selecting the
required number of foot-bots needed for the target morphology and freeing up the rest
of the team for other tasks. The decision involving this trade-off between faster target
morphology formation times and more efficient resource allocation may depend on the
task and mission priorities.
7.3.2 LSM vs. SRG
Here we isolate the performance gains that result immediately from the STC control state.
For this purpose, we compare the results of the control methodologies LSM and SRG. As
the selection of all foot-bots required in the target morphology uses different methods
(LSM uses the iterative growth process to select a group of co-located foot-bots while
SRG repeats the iterative elimination process to establish communication links to ran-
domly located foot-bots), we only consider the time the eye-bot spent on selecting the
foot-bot initiating the self-assembly process in control state STC.
As the results in Fig. 9 show, LSM was on average faster than SRG in all cases studied
independent of the width of the gap. The explanation for these results is that a target
morphology formed next to the gap by involving nearby foot-bots in most cases requires
less time to finish the formation, and then reaches and crosses the gap faster than a
morphology formed at a random place with peer foot-bots joining from random places
in the environment. We expect this difference in task completion time to become even
greater for larger start zones as the distances between randomly selected foot-bots and
the gap would be larger.
8 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we introduced supervised morphogenesis — a novel approach that enables
aerial robots to provide assistance to ground-based self-assembling robots. We showed how
this aerial assistance can help robots on the ground avoid costly self-assembly processes
when they are not required. Furthermore, we showed that the presented control method-
ology can be used to enable the formation of appropriate morphologies without a priori
knowledge of task and environment. A key feature of supervised morphogenesis is its high
portability to other systems because it does not depend on proprietary hardware and can
be implemented using standard cameras, LEDs, and wireless Ethernet-based communica-
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Figure 9: Results of the experiments carried out to isolate the benefits of group selection
based on location (LSM) vs. random group selection (SRG). The results presented are task
completion times of the two strategies for all the four environments considered. Note that
the group selection and formation times have been omitted for LSM and SRG in order to
facilitate a meaningful comparison. Standard deviations are added to the bars.
tion available to most robotic platforms. We showed how input from standard monocular
cameras can be used to build two or three-dimensional models of the environment that
allow aerial robots to perform on-board simulations. We reported on the results of two
case studies we carried out in which supervised morphogenesis was demonstrated in two
different heterogeneous teams with different sets of abilities. To the best of our knowledge,
the work presented in this paper represents the first implementation of a robotic system
that enables aerial robots to supervise self-assembly in ground-based robots. We showed
that the presented control methodology for cooperation can provide performance benefits
by enabling aerial robots to allocate the precise number of resources needed for a target
morphology by recruiting robots based on their location on the ground and based on their
mutual proximity.
One interesting direction for future work would be to study how aerial robots can
provide supervision that enables the formation of different morphologies in parallel. An-
other interesting direction would be to study how target morphologies can be determined
based on physics-based simulations for tasks that require solutions based on the physical
characteristics of robots and objects in the environment or for tasks that have low levels
of fault tolerance.
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Figure 10: Computing height maps using images retrieved from a monocular camera. (a)
A 640x480 image acquired by the eye-bot. (b) A representation of the computed disparity
map in which brighter pixels denote greater motion and lesser distance from the camera.
(c) A flowchart showing the computation of height maps based on a pair of stereo images.
The result is a two-dimensional matrix with the elevation in cm for each pixel.
Appendices
A Computing height maps
A.1 Method 1: monocular camera
We use two consecutively taken images returned by the eye-bot’s downward pointing
camera (see for an example Fig. 10a) to compute a height map of the surface and of the
objects in the eye-bot’s field of view. From two such images, each taken from different
positions, the eye-bot first computes a disparity map, see Fig. 10b. For a pair of stereo
images, a disparity map contains the distance (in pixel) by which each point in the first
image has moved in the second image. For instance, the displacement of points closer to
the camera is higher than that of the points further away from the camera. In a second
step, the eye-bot calculates the height of each point in real-world distances based on the
disparity of each point, the elevation (in cm) of the eye-bot, the displacement between the
two images, and the properties of the camera. We summarize the individual steps required
to compute a height map based on a pair of stereo image using the flowchart shown in
Fig. 10c.
A.2 Method 2: the Kinect sensor
We obtain height maps of the eye-bot’s field of view directly from a Microsoft Kinect
sensor mounted on the eye-bot. All necessary computations are carried out by the sensor
and height maps are available in almost real-time. The sensor does not require any prior
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Figure 11: Mean elevation of height profiles acquired by the eye-bot from 10 different
height maps. Graphs in red result from computation based on stereo images while data
retrieved from the Kinect sensor is shown in blue.
knowledge of the environment and it can be operated under most light conditions. Despite
the obvious advantages Kinect offers to increase the sensing capabilities of aerial robots, its
weight (ca. 1.4 kg) can be seen as a disadvantage that reduces flight autonomy significantly
for most application scenarios and existing aerial robots.
A.3 Quantitative comparison
In Fig. 11, we present a quantitative analysis of the data obtained with the two methods
considered to acquire height maps. For this purpose, we compare the height profiles of
all five foot-bot’s estimated trajectory, i.e., a straight line connecting its position in the
deployment area to the light source. The height profile is the mean elevation along an
estimated trajectory and is computed from 10 different height maps computed on the
basis of 10 sets of stereo images (plotted in red) or extracted from 10 different height
maps returned by the Kinect (plotted in blue). In the latter case, we have only plotted
the height profile of the longest foot-bot trajectory along with error intervals representing
the standard deviation as the values of five profiles are too close to each other to be plotted
in a clearly comprehensible manner. The standard deviation for the elevation computed
using stereo images is 2.91 cm (not shown in the figure) as opposed to the 2.14 cm for
the elevation retrieved from the Kinect indicating a slightly more reliable data source.
However, as the figure shows, both methods deliver sufficiently precise estimates. While
we have observed that in our setup the absolute values of the surface elevation computed
using the stereo images constantly resulted in real-world values above those acquired from
the Kinect and the ground truth, the relative differences between any two points is almost
identical for the two methods. That is, we observed that the inclination computed between
any two points in a height profile resulted in almost identical values independent of the
underlying method. Note that the absolute values returned by neither method matches
the ground truth (not shown) which remained between 3 cm and 4 cm under the values
returned by the Kinect. This is clearly visible in Fig. 11 for the flat surface area to the
left of the hill obstacle. One explanation may be the fact that the eye-bot was slightly
tilted (and hence not parallel to the ground) when the data was collected.
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